
EVENT NORDIC TIPIS - ACCESSORIES



How to decorate the Nordic tepee is of

course a matter of personal taste.

Simple and soothing, or a rousing party

setting - a cozy winter garden, star

restaurant or meeting room. In this

brochure you will find an overview of

our robust accessories to decorate our

Nordic Event Tipis in Scandinavian

style. Here we also show the

possibilities to expand or link your
Nordic Tipi with a second or even more.

Atmospheric, Inspiring and above all… Different!

6. Porch for Cirrus 40 & 28

3. Wall Flex for Stratus 72
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7. Collapsible furniture

8. Open Fire

We are happy to help you shape your

own high-profile experience!

5. Linking kit for Stratus 72

9. Lighting

10. Comfort camping



Wall Flex system for Stratus 72

Wind and rain or autumnal weather and still enjoy

a nice view? It's possible with our Wall Flex

system.

Wall Flex Window

Panels with a transparent part ensure that you are

warm and comfortable and yet do not miss

anything of the environment.

Wall Flex

Canvas Similar to the Window version but without

a window. Very suitable for increasing the

effective space for example to place a bar or

stage.



Wall Window Wooden doors

Wall pro UC

Wall rolled up

28 procent more effective space



Linking kit for Stratus 72
This makes it possible to link two or more Stratus 

together.



For Cirrus Nordic tipis:

Porch for cirrus 40 and 28.

Folding tables and benches of 1.2m

especially for Cirrus 20 and 28.

Set for linking 2 Cirrus 40



Collapsible tables and benches

Our sturdy tables are made of solid wood from sustainably

exploited forests. Assuming 4 to 8 seats per table, we can

make different setups. The tables come with corresponding

benches in sizes 1.2 meters and 2.0 meters in length.

Reindeer skins

Skins on the sofas are the 'finishing touch' for a Nordic look.

The skins are comfortable, warm and odourless.

Mats

Our event mats are practical and it looks atmospheric.

Interior



Open fire

An open fire in the tent gives a warm casual atmosphere. The fire is

usually a great centerpiece.

We supply two different types of fireplaces:

A round steel fireplace on three legs, the Finnmark Grill. In this

fireplace, the fire burns at knee height.

The Bamse is a square robust fireplace made of heavy wooden

beams and equipped with a steel fire bowl. In this fireplace the fire

burns at hip height.

Heating

Bamse Max
(with side table)

Finnmark Grill

Bamse Mini



Lighting

With our oil lamps and light chain system 

you create a warm and atmospheric 

ambiance.



Comfort Camping

Pimp your camp with our

comfortable Event Mattresses,

Sleeping bag and Hammock.

In Tent Vent cap with chimney

opening



The Fire Within – Nordic Tents

The Tentipi® Company

www.nordictents.eu

Nordic Tents is a tradename of 

The Fire Within V.O.F.

Kvk. 140 83 292

Feel free to contact us. We are happy to tell 

you the possibilities that suit your wishes.
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Visit our showroom:

Langheckweg 40

6468 EL Kerkrade

+ 31 (0)45 785 11 66
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